
MIA ln-Text Citations or parenthetlcal Documentation

A signal phrase indicates that information taken from a source (such as a quotation, summary, paraphrase, or fac-t) is about to beused. The signal phrase usually includes the autho/s name.

A parenthetical reference, which follows the cited material, normally includes the author's last name and the page number. lfthe authot's name was used in a signal phrase, it is not used in the parenthetical reference.

1' You can create an in-text citation by only using a parenthetical reference if the autho/s name is not in the signal phrase.

ln most cases, prolonged exposure to the radiotion in a cellular telephone will "couse the broins to tiquefy in the heods,, of any

people "stupid enough ta use one,, (Sundeen 2).

Notice that the author's last name appears first and is followed, without punctuation in between, by the page number. Both areinside the parentheses, and the end punctuation * here, a period - follows the parenthetical citation and is not located inside theclosing quotation mark.

2' You can also create an in-text citation by using a signal phrase that includes the author's name and then following thecitation with a parenthetical reference.

Peter Cohen, the pioneer of cellular-phone-induced road rage, or cPlRR, documented the way in which he "leopt from [his] cor

ofter the occident snd begon running toward the other mon, who wos stilt on his phone behtnd the wheet- (1g7).

Notice that the author's last name is not inside the parentheses, because it has already appeared in the signal phrase. within thequotation itsell the bracketed "his" replaces the original documents "my;" this is how you can maintain the grammatical
structure of your sentence while quoting a source.

3' The only time these rules for formatting should change is if the quotation being used is over four lines long when typed.
ln this case, the blockquotation must be introduced by a signal phrase and set offfrom the rest ofthe text; 

"r"ry 
iin"

must be indented, and quotation marks must be omitted.

critics have long ossoiled the need for celtulor tetephones, especially when they try so hord not to talk to people during their doys:

Seriously, there's olmost nothing I woutd find more annoying thon to remain ot the beck and cail of
everyone in my life while I am owoy from the desk phone, owoy from the house phone, owoy from the poy
phone - awoy, bosically, doing something that doesn't involve phones... sure, it might be more annoying
for fire onts to attack me while I om wotching o sunset than to hove my cellular phone ring, but only
becouse I might die from the fire ont ottock. (Redelmeier 456)

Recent reseorch suggests thot Redelmeier moy not even hove the luxury of tife, should he continue to use o cellulor telephone. ln

most coses, prolonged exposure to the radiation...

Notice that there are no quotation marks around a block quotation, that the period comes before the parentheses, and that the
blocked text is single-spaced where the rest of the paper is double-spaced. New paragraphs following the block quotation
should be indented; continuations of the previous thought, as above, should be left unindented. Also notice the use of an ellipsis
{"') in the quotation. The ellipsis replaces text in the guotation that you do not wish to use, either because it tengthens thequotation too much, is irrelevant to your point, or contains unnecessary profanity.

CONTINUED oN PAGE TWo: Formatting the "works cited,, page of a research papert.

' unless that information is contradicted by the most recent MLA guidelines, which you will receiv€ separately. Those guidelines arbitrarily and ever-so-stighilyshift from year to year; this is most likely b€cause th€ MLA doesn't want to repeat last year's hshion, which would totalfy embarrass it and probably make it theonly girl not asked to dance at the party.


